GLASSWARE 2.0 DESCRIPTION
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OUR TECHNOLOGY PHILOSOPHY

At Sphere 3D, our philosophy is to reduce
as many layers of abstraction between
hardware and software as possible.
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GLASSWARE 2.0 IN A NUTSHELL
Glassware 2.0 is a technology developed to virtualize Windows and Non-Windows apps without the Windows
Desktop; on standard x86 servers, both physical or virtual, and then deliver those apps to any device natively.
Glassware 2.0 is a broad virtualization & emulation technology conceived by Sphere 3D and is being productized in
phases by our development team. A container refers to software that takes an application and all the things it needs
to run and encapsulates them within a software container. This way you can run 1 or 1000’s of them from a single
server or many 100’s from a single VM.
Advantages:

Container

App
Server

• Lightweight. The applications actually can share the things
they have in common- making them very “light”;
• Greater Scale. Containers allow for greater scale (anywhere
from 2 to 10 times that of existing virtualization techniques);
• End User Apps. Glassware Containers can containerize
applications beyond “headless” applications. In other words,
it can containerize applications that utilize a full UI;
• More Apps Virtualize. Containers allow for complex
software to be virtualized (a problem with about 30% of all
software).
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VIRTUALIZATION VS CONTAINERS
Containers are a solution to the problem of how to get software to run reliably when moved from one
computing environment to another. This could be from a developer's laptop to a test environment, from a
staging environment to production or perhaps from a physical machine or workstation to the data center in a
private, public or hybrid cloud.

VIRTUAL MACHINES
• Entire operating system installation;
• VM runs using virtualization or some form of
emulation on a host operating system;
• Full VM guest operating system and disk
image utilized;
• Security issues of running operating system;
• Hypervisor sits above host operating system
and prevents access to drivers;
• Long start up process.

CONTAINERS
• Multiple isolated userspace instances;
• Much smaller and easier to package;
• Runs only libraries and components
needed for application;
• Runs on a kernel;
• Security issues only at the app level (no
guest OS);
• Can get bare metal performance
• Very fast startup.
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VIRTUALIZATION VS CONTAINERS
VIRTUAL MACHINES

CONTAINERS
Full OS vs. OS Kernel

Guest
OS

OS Kernel with
only required
Bins\Libs

OS Kernel is over 20x lighter

One Full OS per User vs. Shared OS Kernel
App
1
Guest
OS

App
2
Guest
OS

App
3

App
4

Guest
OS

Each new User in a VM
architecture requires a full, new Guest OS.

App
1

App
2

App
3

App
4

App
5

App
6

App
7

App
9

OS Kernel

Each new App in a Container
architecture shares the OS kernel.
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VIRTUALIZATION VS CONTAINERS
VIRTUAL MACHINES

CONTAINERS

END
USER
APPS

Our first product line based on Glassware will only offer Windows desktop
apps which make up 90+% of End User Apps.

SERVER
APPS

All other vendors play in both End User and Server App markets, with the
majority of their business done in Server Apps. Citrix is a notable exception.

To date, all other Container companies offer Server Apps only. These Server
Apps are all Linux only and headless (no GUI).
While Docker can run on Windows Servers, it only delivers Linux apps.
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HYPERVISORS VS DOCKER VS GLASSWARE 2.0
The Hypervisor has been very successful in delivering virtual servers and is the technology that pioneered the “Cloud Movement”. However
for all the success in server migration, hypervisors were not designed for desktops or applications and have failed at moving end user
computing applications to the cloud in any great capacity. In addition, they are failing to find relevance in todays shift to dev-ops or other
microservice deployments. Linux containers entered the picture to pick up the slack on the later, but end-user computing applications
especially those that have a user interface (often referred to as a “Head”) are still left out in the dark…until now.

HYPERVISOR
•
•

Leading vendors are VMware, Citrix, Microsoft,

• Leading vendors are Docker and CoreOS

Oracle, and Redhat;

• Designed to deliver Linux microservices and apps;

Designed initially to deliver virtual servers and

• Found initial adoption amongst developers and as a

migrated to other use-cases;
•

Complex, resource intense and rigid in their design for
delivering workloads;

•

Multiple points of security vulnerabilities;

•

Mature technology near the end of the technology
lifecycle;

•

GLASSWARE 2.0
•

applications;
•

issues
• New technology built on an ever evolving open

Designed to deliver end user applications with a
‘Head” and server based applications;

backend tool for efficiency within the data center;
• Much less secure than a Hypervisor due to isolation

Only Microsoft based Containers for end user

•

Created for Webscale application delivery;

•

Can be deployed as a hybrid cloud;

•

Capable of delivering any Windows, Android, AIX,
UNIX, Cobal, Fortran or other legacy or current

source operating system
• Early stage technology without clear

application;

Maturity level of technology means that all the

commercialization path yet means multiple vendors

•

More secure than hypervisors or Linux containers;

requirements for a complete production level stack are

required to complete a usable stack;

•

Designed for commercialization and includes

available;
•

CONTAINER

Requires high level of technical proficiency to deploy
and manage.

• Requires high degree of technical proficiency to

enterprise ready features (Clustering, Persona
Management, AD and LDAP integration etc…

deploy and manage.
•

Easy to deploy and manage;
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HYPERVISORS VS DOCKER VS GLASSWARE 2.0
The Hypervisor has been very successful in delivering virtual servers and is the technology that pioneered the “Cloud Movement”.
However for all the success in server migration, hypervisors were not designed for desktops or applications and have failed at
moving end user computing applications to the cloud in any great capacity. In addition, they are failing to find relevance in todays
shift to dev-ops or other microservice deployments. Linux containers entered the picture to pick up the slack on the later, but enduser computing applications especially those that have a user interface (often referred to as a “Head”) are still left out in the dark…
until now.
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Containerization
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CONTAINERIZATION
Glassware 2.0 Containers takes a Windows App
and containerizes it with only the OS components
needed to run. The image on the right shows the
processing power used by an App when running on
Windows. By Containerizing the App, Glassware
2.0 removes much of the Windows OS processing
needed to run on a physical or virtual desktop.
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UNNECESSARY APPS
The Windows OS itself is really an Application. It also
runs many other Applications in the background. When
you open the Windows Task Managers, you will see tabs
that show the Applications, called Processes and
Services, that are running.
There is no count of Services but you can open it on your
desktop and see that there will be a similar number
running. Services and Processes can be related or
separate and are basically occasionally useful programs
that are constantly running in the background of Windows.
You can see that there are 100+ Processes running even
when no traditional “Apps” like MS Office are open.
Let’s hit the Services button to find out what these
Services or programs do.
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UNNECESSARY PROCESSES OR SERVICES
Let’s look at one Service, Bluetooth OBEX, which provides Bluetooth File Transfer Protocol support. There might
be some apps that need this Service but the majority do not.
Needless to say, when Glassware 2.0 Containerizes an App that does not require Bluetooth File Transfer, it will
not include this Service in the OS kernel.

Why is much of the OS not needed?
We will explain on the next page.
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CONTAINERIZATION
In fact, most Processes and Services are not included within the Glassware 2.0 App Container.

Why is much of the OS not needed?
We will explain on the next page.
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CONTAINERIZATION
In fact, most Processes and Services are not included within the Glassware 2.0 App Container.

Glassware processes during app use
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CONTAINERIZATION
Glassware 2.0 Containers, by removing
many of these unneeded Services and
Processes, reduces the processing and
RAM required by the App.

Services & Processes

Glassware,
OS Kernel
& App
Windows
OS & App

100+ Services

<10 Services

& Processes

& Processes
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SHARING OF OS KERNEL
Glassware 2.0 further enhances its
efficiency and simplicity advantage by
having each App Container share the OS
kernel.
The diagram at the right shows how 3 users
of an App on a desktop (physical or virtual)
have to use a full OS for each user.
Each user on Glassware 2.0 shares the OS
kernel and only needs computing power for
the App itself.
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USING OS KERNEL CREATES TREMENDOUS
EFFICIENCIES VS. PHYSICAL DESKTOPS
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…AND AGAINST VIRTUAL DESKTOPS
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LEADING TO TREMENDOUS SCALE
This leads to extremely high user density per server and of course cost savings for customers.

Citrix
Users per Server

64

1.6

Glassware

30

128

RAM (GB)
Bandwidth per user
(Mbps)

VMWare

GW Advantage
300

64

3.3

500-1000%

32

200-400%

0.02

4000-8000%

These results are from Pearson PLC which certified its Testnav 7.5 application on Glassware 2.0 and publishes results from
other Hypervisor technology (Citrix and VMWare). Testnav 7.5 is a browser-based app that uses a Java plugin and is utilized
for standardized testing in the United States. You can find the published results on www.testnavqualified.com
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END RESULT IS EFFICIENCY…..
This leads to extremely high user density per server and of course cost savings for customers.

0.02

This is a screen shot of a Glassware enabled VM in Microsoft Azure running 739 concurrent users of Microsoft Word 2013.
The same VM is rated for only 125 concurrent users without Glassware.
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App Installation
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SOME CONTEXT
Glassware 2.0 can virtualize any Windows app that is contained within 1 installer file (.msi or .exe) by simply
running that installer file*. Over 95% of Windows apps can in fact be installed through this simple process.
To understand why this statement is so powerful, you must compare our results with the industry. Please note that the pie
charts below are estimates based on our anecdotal experience speaking with many potential customers and working with
their problem apps.

Glassware 2.0

VDI, Terminal Services, App Packaging

Prof svcs required*
Installs quickly

Installs quickly
Low User Density:
Uneconomic to
Virtualize

Prof svcs
required*

App is useless
without access to a
needed peripheral
Will not virtualize at all

* Windows
apps
that do
notwritten
meet this
criteria
written
2003
can be installed
with the help of professional services).
* Windows apps that do not meet
this criteria
(mostly
apps
before
2003(mostly
can beapps
installed
withbefore
the help
of professional
services).
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HOW GLASSWARE 2.0 INSTALLS APPS
During the installation process, Glassware 2.0 routes and accommodates requests from the installer file to
communicate with different pieces of the server.

.msi or .exe installer file
RAM

1)

2)

Storage

CPU

Drivers

Addresses

Network
Card

1) Glassware Connects App to Hardware Directly.
During this installation process, Glassware 2.0
accommodates these requests from the installer file. In
fact, it’s easy to do because Glassware removed the
layers of abstraction between the installer file and the
physical components of the underlying server. In other
words, Glassware allows the natural path that would’ve
been created on a physical machine to be created in a
container or Glassware session.

Glassware 2.0 software

RAM

Storage

CPU

Drivers

Hardware

Addresses

As the installer runs, it looks for real things
& tries to establish a path for the app to
use when it needs a particular component.

Network
Card

2) Glassware Allocates real Hardware. Glassware
establishes rules on how the Real Hardware can be
shared by many users.
Once these connections are created, the app is installed.
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HOW GLASSWARE 2.0 INSTALLS APPS
.msi or .exe installer file
RAM

Storage

CPU

Drivers

Addresses

Network
Card

hardware, mimicking the
installation process on a
single physical machine.

Glassware 2.0 software

RAM

Storage

CPU

Drivers

Addresses

Glassware allows the App
to connect directly to real

Network
Card

Hardware
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HOW HYPERVISORS INSTALL APPS
The Hypervisor creates virtual things and paths from the app to those virtual things. Then the Hypervisor connects the app
to the virtual thing. Finally the Hypervisor connects the virtual thing to the real thing and creates rules so that the app can
only use a certain % of the virtual thing. We’ll use the example of CPU below.

.msi or .exe installer file
RAM

Storage

CPU

Drivers

Addresses

Network
Card

4)
1)

Virtual
RAM

Virtual
Storage

Virtual
CPU

Virtual
Drivers

Virtual
Addresses

Virtual
Network
Card

2)
Hypervisor

Storage

CPU

Drivers

Hardware

1) Hypervisor Creates Virtual Versions of Real Hardware.
For example, the hypervisor creates a virtual CPU that the
App will need or thinks it needs.
2) Hypervisor Creates a Path from the App to the Virtual
Hardware. The hypervisor creates a path from the App to the
virtual CPU
3) Hypervisor Creates a Path from the Virtual Hardware
to the Real Hardware. Hypervisor connects virtual CPU to
real CPU.

3)
RAM

As the installer runs, it looks for real things
& tries to establish a path for the app to
use when it needs a particular component.

Addresses

Network
Card

4) Hypervisor Allocates the Virtual Hardware.
In this case, since CPU is a limited resource, the hypervisor
establishes some rules on how the Virtual CPU will be
allocated to each Virtual Desktop on the server.
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HOW DEVELOPERS GET THE HYPERVISOR TO DO THESE THINGS
Developers write a lot of code. In fact, there’s been over 20 years of code written to refine these things. Like in many
human endeavors, rather than remove code and start from scratch, more code has been added to the way prior code works.
0100011001010011010001010101
0010010101110100100101010100
0100100001001111010101010100
0111010010000101010001010011
0010000001000001001000000100
1100010010010101001101010100
00100000010011110100011000100
0000100111101010000010001010
10011110101000001001100010001
0100100000010010010100011001
0100110100110001000110001000
0001000001010011000101001101
0001000100011001001010010000
0101001100010001000100101101
00011101001010010000010101011
1010010010100000101000100101

.msi or .exe installer file
Request for Connection

4)
1)

Virtual Hardware

2)
Hypervisor

3)
RAM

Storage

CPU

Drivers

Hardware

Addresses

Network
Card

1) Hypervisor Creates
Virtual Versions of Real
Hardware.
2) Hypervisor Creates a
Path from the App to the
Virtual.
3) Hypervisor Creates a
Path from the Virtual
Hardware to the Real
hardware.
4) Hypervisor Allocates
the Virtual Hardware
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WHY APPS FAIL TO INSTALL ON HYPERVISORS
There are many places for the App Installation to go wrong.

.msi or .exe installer file

5)

Request for Connection

4)
1)

2) Hypervisor Creates a Path from the App to the Virtual. Path is not compatible. Or
in older apps, developers hard coded Paths which force a direct connection with Real
hardware.

Virtual Hardware

3) Hypervisor Creates a path from the Virtual Hardware to the Real Hardware. Path
is not compatible. Or in older apps, developers hard coded Paths which force a direct
connection with Real hardware.

2)
Hypervisor

4) Hypervisor Allocates the Virtual Hardware. In certain resource hungry apps (EMRs,
graphics apps, ERP connected apps, etc.), developers hard code the app to take ALL
system resources. The App will bypass the Virtual Abstraction and access
Real Hardware directly. This creates situations where the App virtualizes
without a problem, but the server has extremely low user density.

3)
RAM

Storage

CPU

1) Hypervisor Creates Virtual Versions of Real Hardware. There is incompatibility
between Virtual and Real versions.
Virtual is too unlike Real for App to recognize it
Virtual & Real versions are too dissimiliar to work together
Virtual exists but Real does not
Real exists but Virtual does not

Drivers

Addresses

Network
Card

5) Connection Request Times Out. Doing 1-4 can take longer than the
original App developer expected with Real Hardware, leading to a Timing
Error.

Hardware
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WHY APPS FAIL TO INSTALL ON HYPERVISORS
0100011001010011010001010101001001010111010010010101010001001000010011
1101010101010001110100100001010100010100110010000001000001001000000100
11000100100101010011010101000010000001001111010001100010000001001111010
.msi or .exe installer file
1000001000101010011110101000001001100010001010010000001001001010001100
1010011010011000100011000100000010000010100110001010011010001000100011
0010010100100000101001100010001000100101101000111010010100100000101010
Request for Connection
1110100100101000001010001001011110001001101010101100100000101001100010
1001101001001010001000100011001001111010000010101001101000100010010100
1000110010000010100110001001011010100110100010001001010010001100100110
0010000010100101101000100010010100100110001010100010010010100101001001
11101001100010000010101001101000111010001100100000101001011010011000100
0100010010100100011001000001010011110101001101000100010010010100101001
Virtual Hardware
0001100100000101001111101110100101001101001001010010100101010001000001
0100110001001010010100110100010001000110010011000100101101000001010010
10101110100100101101001110010101100100110001000001010010110101001101000
1000100101001000110101110100100000101000100010011000100111101001001010
0011001010011010001010101001001010111010010010101010001001000010011110
Hypervisor
1010101010001110100100001010100010100110010000001000001001000000100110
0010010010101001101010100001000000100111101000110001000000100111101010
0000100010101001111010100000100110001000101001000000100100101000110010
1001101001100010001100010000001000001010011000101001101000100010001100
1001010010000010100110001000100010010110100011101001010010000010101011
1010010010100000101000100101111000100110101010110010000010100110001010
Network
0110100100101000100010001100100111101000001010100110100010001001010010
RAM
Storage
CPU
Drivers Addresses
Card
0011001000001010011000100101101010011010001000100101001000110010011000
1000001010010110100010001001010010011000101010001001001010010100100111
1010011000100000101010011010001110100011001000001010010110100110001000
1000100101001000110010000010100111101010011010001000100100101001010010

5)

4)

1)

2)

3)

If it sounds complicated to
you, it’s because it is. That is
one reason why the market
penetration of the Desktop
Virtualization via Hypervisor
Based Technology has
disappointed to date.
NOT ALL APPS WILL
VIRTUALIZE!
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COMPARISON OF APP INSTALLATION
Glassware 2.0

Hypervisor
0100011001010011010001010101001001010111

.msi or .exe installer file
Request for
Connection

0100100101010100010010000100111101010101
.msi or .exe installer file
0100011101001000010101000101001100100000
0100000100100000010011000100100101010011
Request for
0101010000100000010011110100011000100000

Connection

0100111101010000010001010100111101010000
0100110001000101001000000100100101000110
0101001101001100010001100010000001000001
0100110001010011010001000100011001001010

4)

Glassware 2.0 software

1)
2)

Direct Connection to Hardware

1)
2)

5)

Virtual Hardware

0100000101001100010001000100101101000111
0100101001000001010101110100100101000001
0100010010111100010011010101011001000001
0100110001010011010010010100010001000110
Hypervisor
0100111101000001010100110100010001001010
0100011001000001010011000100101101010011
0100010001001010010001100100110001000001
0100101101000100010010100100110001010100

3)

RAM

Storage

CPU

Glassware removes code
and writes new code so that
the installer file mimics the
natural path that would’ve
been created on a physical
machine in a container or
Glassware session.

0100100101001010010011110100110001000001
RAM
Storage
CPU
0101001101000111010001100100000101001011

Hypervisor based technology
creates layer after layer of
abstraction (code and more
code). This increased
complexity reduces the
number of Apps that can
install properly.

0100110001000100010010100100011001000001
0100111101010011010001000100100101001010
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APIs
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APIS: APP TO APP
Containers segregate Apps. Can Glassware work with Apps that closely integrate with other Apps? For example, can a
user run Outlook on Glassware and then download, open and use an Excel attachment from an email? Can the 2
containers talk to each other?
YES! This is a built-in feature of Glassware 2.0. There are APIs which allow containerized Apps to speak to each other.

Glassware Container 1

Glassware Container 2
API

The user sees the 2 Apps just as they would on their
desktop, but without the ability to leave the apps
and go to the desktop as the desktop does not exist.
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APIS: GLASSWARE ON VMWARE ENVIRONMENTS
Is Glassware stand-alone only or can it run in other virtual environments?
Glassware can be run stand-alone only. Yet we know many users need the Windows desktop as a workspace. We can run
Glassware so that it will run seamlessly within a VMWare environment including V3.

Glassware Container 1

VMWare Virtual Desktop

API

The App runs on a VMWare environment including on our V3 desktops and looks just like any
other app. The user would never know that Glassware is delivering the app to the desktop,
except the app might load & run a little faster.
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APIS: GLASSWARE ON VMWARE ENVIRONMENTS
How complex is the back end integration?
Very simple. You can 1) Turn on the license in your existing V3 appliance or 2) Drop-in a Glassware
2.0 appliance, 3) connect it either on the LAN or the WAN and 4) go through our written out processes.

No limit on
distance
V3
Server

Server

Glassware

Glassware 2.0 will be
subject to all MSFT and
VMWare management
tools including:
- Active Directory
- LDAP
- Security features
- Pool management
features
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APIS: CLOUD BURSTING WITH GLASSWARE
Is Glassware available on the public cloud?
Yes it’s on Microsoft Azure Marketplace and as a Enterprise service. You can 1) Use it Stand-Alone on
Azure or 2) Burst to the Cloud from a local appliance.*

No limit on
distance

No limit on
distance

V3
Server

Glassware in Azure
Glassware

Server

* Cloud bursting will be supported in the next version of the G-Series Product line.
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APIS: AZURE ON VMWARE ENVIRONMENT
…And of course you can encase everything in a VMWare environment so you have access to VMWare
and V3 management tools.

In the VMWare Environment
No limit on
distance

No limit on
distance

V3

Glassware in Azure
Glassware

Server

Server

Glassware 2.0 will be
subject to all V3 and
VMWare management
tools including:
- Active Directory
- LDAP
- Security Features
- Pool management
features
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Client Technology
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CLIENT TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION
Glassware 2.0 requires a Server, a Network connection, a
Device and a Client on that device. The client has access to
all the hardware and Peripherals attached to the device.

Devices

Peripherals

X86 Server, Physical or Virtual
No data ever leaves the server to be cached in the device

Local hard drive

NAS on LAN

Peripherals:

Network connection
A customized version of Microsoft’s Remote Desktop
Protocol (RDP) sends pixel changes from the Server
to the Client on the device via Wifi or the internet.
* To date, we have only built in access to native features that are most likely to
be needed with the productivity apps that we have focused on. On an as
needed basis, we can provide professional services to build in access to less
used peripherals such as the accelerometer or the webcam, for example.

Devices: We support
99+% of the devices
that exist today

Clients:
iOS

chromebook

SIRI

Touch
Features

Java
for
PC &
Mac

Although the app only
appears as an image
on the screen of the
device, the app has
native access to the
device and all the
peripherals* attached
to the device either
locally or through the
LAN.

Clients: We have built
clients to run on 99+% of
the devices that exist today
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GW EFFECT
The GW effect is that the application believes that it is running on one piece of hardware that includes ALL THE
HARDWARE that Glassware 2.0 has connected. Because the app is running in Glassware, it can use any feature of
that Glassware session, even if the app developer had never contemplated using that hardware feature for that app.

GW Effect Example 1

Local hard drive

GW Effect Example 2

iOS

NAS on LAN

Processing Power: An app running on GW Example 1 has access
to processing power on the server, but shows on the screen of the
PC and has access to the printer. This is a very efficient way of
running productivity apps and delivering to mobile and the cloud as
well as in the office.

Mobile Features with Windows Software: An app running on GW
Example 2 has access to processing power on the server, but shows on the
screen of the iPad and has access to Touch Features & Siri. This is a way
to take an app that was never intended to be mobile and then making it
mobile to increase user productivity.

It also creates new ways of doing things. Imagine a financial model
in Excel that takes hours to run on a desktop. You could spin up
Glassware on a powerful Azure A11 VM (so dedicating an entire
server to 1 app), run it there in 1 minute and print out the result from
your local computer.

Imagine a doctor using an Electronic Medical Record app. Previously the
doctor had to go back to his desk to do all the dictation in a PC microphone.
Now the doctor as he’s doing his rounds, during breaks, can take out his
iPad and use Siri to dictate to the app.
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Microvisor & VIX Bus
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MICROVISOR
The Microvisor allows apps running on different OS’es to run on the same server. For example, the
Microvisor would allow a PDP8 App to run on the same server as a Windows App.

Current productization
of Glassware 2.0 is
focused on Windows
Desktop Apps, however
the Microvisor is a key
part of the technology
and can be used for
non-Windows apps or
apps that require
access to specialty
hardware.
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MICROVISOR
Application Isolation – A Glassware Container holds all the individual files needed to run an application,
not just the application files, but any supporting libraries that the application requires. This enables
otherwise incompatible applications to coexist on the same server without requiring full hypervisorbased virtualization.
App EXE

App EXE

APP LIBS

APP LIBS

APP LIBS

Files

Files

Files

OS emulation/
Kernel

OS emulation/
Kernel

OS emulation/
Kernel

Headless Server (Windows 2008R2/2012)

Server

Glassware GUI Shell

App EXE
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VIX BUS
The VIX Bus allows hardware to be connected natively, no matter where that hardware may be. Current technology
requirements are that if there are 2 servers in 2 different locations, they must be connected with a network connection. The
VIX Bus simulates a local connection for the 2 servers, significantly enhancing performance and allowing things that weren’t
possible before.
Just as the GW Effect can join a server & an end user device together as if it was one piece of hardware, the VIX Bus can
join 2 back end devices (servers in this example) and convince them that they are One Server.

GW Effect

“One” Server
iOS

VIX Bus
Connection

No limit
on distance

VIX Bus is used for very large enterprise
customers only at this point in time.
Clustering is used for typical deployments.
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CONCLUSION

Glassware 2.0 is a fundamentally different way of
delivering almost any application to users.
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